ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION

19
Stormwater systems may undergo rapid filling during intense rain events, during which it is possible 20 that air pockets become entrapped within closed conduits such as deep storage tunnels and trunk sewers.
21
The motivation for studying such extreme conditions is related to pressure surges that may occur in those 22 conduits following compression of entrapped air pocket. Reports indicate operational issues in stormwater 23 systems linked with pressure surges resulting in: structural damage to manholes (Zhou et al., 2002a) ; surging 24 with return of conveyed water to grade (Guo and Song, 1991) ; geysering events triggered by the release of 25 large air pockets (Wright et al., 2011) The main goal of this work is to investigate flow conditions in stormwater storage tunnels following sudden 93 air pocket entrapments considering surge attenuation. This investigation aims to provide greater insight on 94 the underlying physics of air-water interactions involving entrapped air pockets, which in turn is useful in 
98
In order to achieve the goal, an experimental setup was developed in which flow parameters such as 99 air pocket volume, inflow rates, and system slopes were varied. Results from experiments were compared 100 to predictions of a numerical model constructed with the lumped inertia approach that incorporates the 101 fundamental features of the flow. The comparison aimed to assess the feasibility of incorporating the findings 102 from the experimental phase into more complex, spatially-discretized numerical models.
103
Incidentally, results presented in this work may also be useful in the assessment of unsteady pressures 104 following maneuvers at downstream gates in free-discharge water pipelines. This is due to the similarity 105 between the configuration used in these experimental investigations and such pipelines in cases when cavity 106 outflow conditions are observed, as described in (Hager, 1999; Vasconcelos and Wright, 2008) .
107
METHODOLOGY
108
Experimental methods
109
The experimental apparatus includes a 101.6-mm diameter clear PVC pipeline with a length L =12.0 m 
122
There are some important distinctions between the experimental setup used in this work and others 123 previously applied in works such as Martin (1976) and Zhou et al. (2002a) . In those studies, prior to the air pocket compression, the flow rate in the pipeline was zero. In the proposed experiments, the initial 125 flow rate was set to a steady, non-zero value with a gradual transition between pressurized and free surface 126 flows. Upon valve maneuver, the pocket entrapment yielded by such configuration is assumed to be more 
Numerical methods
165
The interactions of air and water following the sudden entrapment of air pockets are highly complex,
166
characterizing a two-phase flow that cannot be exactly described in a one-dimensional modeling framework.
167
However, since the present goal is to describe the pressure variation over time, particularly the ability to 168 predict the maximum and minimum pressures following such an entrapment, one dimensional approaches 169 may be adequate and computationally convenient. This convenience is explained by the relatively simple way 170 by which these air-water interactions would be incorporated in tunnel flow models without adding excessive 171 of computational effort, while still being able to provide useful predictions.
172
The numerical model presented here is a two-phase, lumped inertia model (Wylie and Streeter, 1993) to compute the change in the air pocket volume by tracking the values of Q and the outflow rate through 189 the orifice; no air ventilation is assumed to occur through the orifice. As result, the proposed system of 190 equations describing the flow becomes:
Where g is the gravity acceleration, T is time, H res is the pressure head at the upstream end of the pipeline, the water level in the upstream tank was constant even in cases when the outflow was completely blocked.
207
Considering the plan area of that tank is over 60 times larger than the cross sectional area of the pipeline, it 208 was found that this simplification introduced an underestimation of the value of H res toward the end of the 209 simulation of ranging from 3% to 7% of the total head, which was not considered a major factor in the model 
Pressure hydrographs following various valve maneuvers
230
Results with partial valve obstruction were significantly different from the ones obtained with total valve 231 obstruction in that the pressure peaks were significantly diminished. As it's illustrated in Figure 4 
265
Velocity measurements were also useful for two other purposes. The first was to calibrate the discharge 266 coefficient of the knife gate valves in partial obstruction conditions, a necessary step for the numerical 267 modeling analysis. The second was to determine the initial flow rate through velocity measurements (and 268 hence an estimate of the initial system inertia) prior to the valve maneuver, and with this to establish the 269 role of the initial system flow rate/velocity in the magnitude of the pressure surges observed. As mentioned,
270
previous studies on the compression of air pockets used configurations were the flow was initially zero.
271
Because the initial condition in the present study was a steady flow characterized by a gradual flow regime 272 transition, the determination of the role of the initial system inertia was possible and relevant in the context 273 of this work.
274
Role of air pocket volume and initial system inertia in pressure peak magnitudes
275
A summary from all pressure peaks measured in the experiments as a function of the initial air pocket 276 volume is presented in Figure 6 . In agreement with the findings of previous investigations (e.g. Martin
277
This statement is valid for all tested conditions, including the magnitude of downsurges and the pressure 279 peaks for partial obstruction experiments.
280
Though there is significant scatter in the results, for experimental conditions involving total valve obstruc- on the pipeline slope. This decrease rate was not uniform as the peak surges were also related to the initial 285 flow rate in the system prior to the gate maneuver, as is explained below.
286
With regards the 89% partial obstruction runs, maximum H * reached 95 between all experimental runs, 287 while for 81% obstructions the maximum H * was 34. Even with the scatter in the results for small pocket 288 volumes, it's noticeable the significant attenuation in the peak pressures for the partial obstruction cases.
289
These results highlight the practical value of these findings for the design of deep storage tunnels, and the 290 importance of accounting for the relief provided by nearby structures during air-water interactions. Similarly
291
to the total obstruction case, peak H * values also decreased steadily with larger initial air pocket volumes.
292
It is also clear that the rate of pressure decrease is not uniform between the different pipeline slopes, with 293 the steepest decrease rate associated with the 0.027 adverse slope and the shallowest decrease rate with the 294 -0.010 favorable slope.
295
A likely explanation for the differences in the decline rate of H * with V * air between different slopes is 296 linked to the required flow rate to maintain a certain cavity volume at the downstream end of the pipeline.
297
For cases when the pipeline had adverse slope, a relatively small flow rate is able to maintain an air cavity and initial system inertia due to the small initial air pocket volume. This observation can be confirmed 303 in Figure 7 . Conversely, experiments using favorable slopes were always characterized by larger flow rates.
304
This larger system inertia was converted into relatively significant pressure surge even in cases when large 305 air pockets were compressed, explaining the slower decrease rate of the pressure peaks for favorable slopes 306 observed in Figure 6 as V * air increased. between the reservoir and the pipeline, using a 50-mm pipes and connection. To match these head losses 328 observed in steady flow conditions, K loss was set to 2.9 with reference to 50-mm diameter.
329
The final remark is that the discharge coefficient values used in the numerical modeling C d following entrapped air pocket motions is still poorly understood, and will be addressed in our future investigations.
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A orif = water discharge cross sectional area at the knife gate valve 
